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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are slightly lower vs. fair value as we head into Monday’s trading. A
fresh wave of coronavirus cases has given investors pause, while recent economic data has improved to
catch up to this market rally. Balancing act between the lifting of lockdown restrictions and new infections
will play out again this week. Take your pick on the next headline to hit the tape. Figures on US existing home
sales will be released at 10am. Apple to hold its developer conference today. Asia closed modestly lower
with Europe mixed. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -5.25, 10-Yr Yield: 0.695%
Interesting stat from WSJ- More than 97% of the stocks in the S&P 500 are trading above their 50-day
moving averages, marking a high since at least June 2010.
CORE Headlines:
 Florida Governor Ron DeSantis says the "vast majority" of new coronavirus cases in his state are from
asymptomatic young people.-Orlando Sentinel
 New York City will allow workers to return to offices today, but only 10-20% of workers are expected
to come back.-WSJ
 President Trump says he held off on Chinese sanctions related to Xinjiang detention camps because
he believed it would hurt his trade deal.-Axios
 Minnesota failed to pass police reform laws.-NYT
 China suspends imports from a Tyson Foods (TSN) poultry location due to coronavirus and Pepsi (PEP)
shuts China plant.-Bloomberg
 Wirecard said that 1.9 billion euros missing from its accounts was likely never there and it was looking
at the sale or closure of parts of its business as it sought to avert a looming cash crunch.-Reuters
 Tesla CEO Elon Musk said on Sunday that Sept. 15 is the tentative date for the company's shareholder
meeting and its "Battery Day" at which it is expected to reveal significant advances in battery
technology.-Reuters
 Large companies are hoarding cash, cutting costs, and tapping debt to bolster their resilience amid
persistent uncertainty wrought by the coronavirus, but leaders and investors must gauge when to
economize less and spend more to be prepared for a revival.-WSJ
 Senate Republicans believe that passing another coronavirus stimulus bill could help speed a rebound
in an election year that is shaping up to be challenging for the party, but the prospect of more
spending has started to alienate conservative supporters.-WSJ
 Faced with an increasingly assertive and well-armed China that recently sparked a border skirmish,
Indian policy makers are likely considering whether to further expand military cooperation with the US
and American allies.-WSJ
 The pandemic boosted the online auto sales sector, and many in the industry expect the recent push
to continue even as dealerships reopen, with some cutting traditional showroom sales roles and
shifting more employees into digital operations.-WSJ (Carvana +37%YTD)
 The coronavirus pandemic has caused a nationwide coin shortage, according to the Federal Reserve,
which said shutdowns caused by the pandemic have raised concerns about circulation of coins, which
the Fed's 12 regional banks are in charge of supplying to commercial banks.-IBD
 The statue of former president Teddy Roosevelt at the entrance to the Museum of Natural History in
Manhattan will be removed amid widespread protests over racial inequality and police brutality in the
US.-NYP
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An unprecedented expansion of federal aid has prevented a rise in poverty that experts predicted this
year when the coronavirus sent unemployment to the highest level since the Great Depression, and
the assistance could even cause official measures of poverty to fall.-NYT
Trump poses a “danger for the republic” and would be an even greater threat if he wins a second term
this fall because he would be unconstrained by future electoral considerations, former national
security advisor John Bolton said in an ABC News interview on Sunday.-NYT
Joe Biden, a lifelong Roman Catholic, has performed better in recent polling among white evangelicals
and other religious groups than Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Clinton did in 2016 and is
widely perceived as more religious than Trump, worrying some of the president’s allies.-Politico

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 FS Blog: Stop preparing for the last disaster https://bit.ly/3fPPKpx “we succumb to the availability
bias and get ready to fight a war we’ve already fought. We learn that one lesson, but we don’t
generalize that knowledge or expand it to other areas.”
 Carnegie Endowment: US economy is built on consumer spending. It is 70% of GDP.
https://bit.ly/2V2OEi4
 CNBC: US savings rate hits record 33% https://cnb.cx/3epjF7A
Charts from WSJ Daily Shot:
The tech mega-cap stocks (FAANGM) now represent 24% of the S&P 500 market capitalization.
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Source: Yardeni Research

The portion of the market's lofty valuations attributed to FAANGM keeps climbing.
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Source: Yardeni Research

Speculative accounts are increasingly short the S&P 500 futures (often as an offset to their long equity
portfolios).

Source: @DavidInglesTV

At current allocations, only a market selloff of 3% or more would prompt selling by vol control funds,
according to Deutsche Bank. Scary stat if true.
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Source: Deutsche Bank Research

This chart shows the relative valuations of global value vs. growth shares.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @MorganStanley

The market continues to ignore looming political risks, with potential tax hikes putting further
pressure on earnings.

Source: @WSJ; Read full article

• The betting markets (2 charts):
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Source: @PredictIt

Source: @VrntPerception
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Nearly a third of older investors sold all their equity holdings since the start of the crisis.

Source: @WSJ; Read full article

Biotech shares have been outperforming.

h/t Nancy Moran

But as a whole, healthcare registered substantial outflows recently.
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Source: BofA Merrill Lynch Global Research

searches for inspections and appraisals are rising along with real estate listings.

Source: Arbor Research & Trading

And housing inventories continue to fall.
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Source: Arbor Research & Trading

The US COVID-19 situation isn't good. While the economy is "reopening," consumers will remain
extremely cautious. With a trend like this, are Americans ready to send their kids back to school?

And it's not about the testing.
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Source: ASYMMETRY Observations; Read full article

The interest rate currently paid by the US federal government is the lowest on record.

h/t @mccormickliz

How each generation cut back on expenses (from The Manifest):
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Source: Statista

LASIK surgeries in the US:
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Source: Statista
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